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Abstract

We demonstrate that there exists an inflationary solution on the positive tension brane in the Randall-Sundrum scenario.
Inflation is driven by a slow-rolling scalar field on the brane and is achieved within the perturbative limit of the radion field.
We find that inflation on the positive tension brane results in a slight increase in the separation between the two branes.
However, we show that the slow-roll inflation is not possible on the negative tension brane. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.

PACS: 98.80.Cq

1. Introduction

Recently, an alternative mechanism of solving the
w xhierarchy problem has been proposed 1 . The novel

proposal exploits the fact that the fundamental Planck
scale M is a TeV scale but in 4qd dimensions,
where d is the number of extra dimensions which
are to be compactified. The Planck scale in the
observable world is generated because of the pres-
ence of large extra dimensions: M 2 sM 2qdV . HerePl d

V is the volume of the extra compactified dimen-d

sions. The proposal also demands that the standard
model fields are bound to live in the observable
world and gravity is the only force which mediates
through the bulk and the observable world. The
introduction of very large size of the compactified
dimensions brings a completely new set of exciting

Ž .E-mail address: jing@fnal.gov J. Wang .

problems ranging from phenomenology of accelera-
w x w xtor physics 2 to cosmology 3 .

w xHowever, Randall and Sundrum 4 introduced
another twist in the physics beyond 4 dimensions to
account for the hierarchy between the Planck scale
and the electroweak scale. They demonstrate that in
a background of special non-factorizable geometry
an exponential warp factor appears for the Poincaré
invariant 3q1 dimensions. The model consists of
two 3 branes situated at the fixed positions along the
5th dimension compactified on a S1rZ orbifold2

symmetry. The space-time in the bulk is 5 dimen-
Ž . Žsional anti de-Sitter space AdS see also previous

w x.relevant work and more recent generalization 5 .
The five dimensional Einstein’s equations permit a
solution which preserves 4 dimensional Poincare in-´
variance on the brane, with the metric taking the
form

ds2 sey2 k < z < g dx mdxn qdz 2 . 1Ž .mn

0370-2693r00r$ - see front matter q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Here z is the extra spatial dimension and m,ns
0, . . . ,3. The constant k is determined by the bulk
cosmological constant yLs3M 3k 2 where M is5 5

Žthe five dimensional Planck scale see the 5 dimen-
.sional action defined later . The 4 dimensional

Poincare invariance also requires a fine-tuning of the´
brane tensions. Namely, the positive tension s of
the brane at zs0 is related to L and M , while the5

brane at zsz has equal and opposite tension ys .c

Gravity is localized due to the exponentially decay-
ing warp factor in the 5th dimension. The hierarchy
between the Planck scale and the electroweak scale
is explained by the suppression factor eyk zc on the
negative tension brane, where the standard model
Ž .SM particles are assumed to be.

The excitations around the background metric
includes massless 4 dimensional graviton zero modes
and a set of massive Kaluza-Klein modes which
have masses proportional to 1rz . In addition, therec

is a massless four-dimensional scalar associated with
the relative motions of the two branes, i.e., the

w xradion field 6 . The radion field would become
massive once the separation of the two branes are

w xstabilized due to a certain mechanism 7,8 . It is
interesting to note that the reduced action of the
massless graviton zero mode and the radion field in
4 dimensions on the branes, is not exactly the same

Ž .as general relativity GR . Instead, the effective
four-dimensional action on the branes mimics that of
a deviant theory of gravity, popularly known as
scalar tensor theory, with the radion field taking the
role of a Brans-Dicke scalar with non-trivial Brans-

w xDicke parameter 10 . In this theory, Einstein’s grav-
ity is recovered in a limiting case when the brane
separation is stabilized and the radion field acquires
mass. The cosmology of the Randall-Sundrum sce-

w xnario have been under extensive study 9,12 .
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the

possibility of inflationary scenarios on the branes.
We assume that the inflation is induced by a scalar
field confined on the brane which has a slow-roll
potential. In our discussion, we also assume that the
inflation on the brane takes place before the stabi-

w xlization of the extra dimensions 11 , hence during
the inflationary era, the radion field is massless and
has no additional potential. We find that it is possible
to have an inflationary era induced by a slow-rolling
inflaton on the positive tension brane. In particular,

during this era the separation between the two branes
increases. Namely, the bulk gravity reacts to infla-
tion on the Planck brane and pushes the other brane
away and enlarges the size of the AdS space. We
find that the change in the size of the extra dimen-
sion can be sufficiently small such that the pertur-
bative description of our framework is still valid
towards the end of inflation. However, we fail to
find a consistent inflationary solution within our
assumption of a massless radion if we assume that a
slow-rolling inflaton is confined on the negative
tensioned brane.

In Section 2, we write down the effective actions
on the branes. We present the equations of motions
in the next section and the inflationary solutions on
both the positive and the negative tension branes. In
Section 4, we discuss our results.

2. Effective actions

The full action consists of 5 dimensional Einstein’s
gravity with a negative cosmological constant in the
bulk. The two branes are located on the orbifold
S1rZ along the extra dimension, with the positive2

tension brane at zs0 and the negative tension brane
at zsz .c

3z Mc 54Ss2 d x dz yg R y2 L(H H 5 520

4 4ys d x yg ys d x yg , 2Ž .( (H Hq q y y

where M is the 5 dimensional Planck mass, s and"

g are the brane tensions and the corresponding"

induced metric on the respective branes. The effec-
3Žtive 4 dimensional Planck scale: M sM 1yPl 5

y2 k zc. Ž . w xe r 4k 4 . The linearized gravity around its
background including the massless degree of free-
dom, i.e., the massless 4 dimensional graviton and
radion field, can be parametrized by the following

w xmetric solution 6 ,

2 y2 k hŽ x , z . m n 2 2ds se g dx dx qh dz ,mn , z

h x , z szq f x e2 k z . 3Ž . Ž . Ž .
where 0-z-z , and h denotes the derivative withc , z

Ž .respect to z. The radion field f x , which is a
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function of the brane coordinates only, was also
w xintroduced in 12 . For the classical solution, the

induced metric on the positive tension brane at zs0
takes the form,

y2 k fg se g , 4Ž .qm n mn

and on the negative tension brane at zsz :c

y1 y2 a k fg sa e g , 5Ž .ym n mn

where a'e2 k zc is a constant. With this metric
ansatz one can integrate out the fifth dimension to
achieve the effective four dimensional action, which

w xmimics a scalar-tensor theory 14 ,

1 v FŽ . 24 'Ss d x yg F Ry =FŽ .H
16p F

qS , 6Ž .m ,"

with a varying scalar field F , known as Brans-Dicke
field and its coupling to gravity is determined by
varying strength v. S is the action of matterm ,"

fields that are confined on positivernegative tension
brane. Note that the Brans-Dicke field F and the
coupling parameter v takes different values at posi-
tive and negative tension brane with our definition of

Ž .the four dimensional metric on two branes, Eqs. 4 ,
Ž .5 . The explicit definitions of the fields F and the

Ž .parameter v dimensionful in two coordinate frames
w xare the following 10

2
" . kwŽay1. fqz xcF s e sinh k ay1 fqz ,Ž .Ž .ckG5

7Ž .

" kwŽay1. fqz xcv f s"3e sinh k ay1 fqzŽ . Ž .Ž ." c

=

w xŽ ." k ay1 fe sinh k ay1 fŽ .
1. ,2ž /sinh kzŽ .c

8Ž .

Ž 3.y1 Žwhere G is defined as G ' 8p M . For sim-5 5 5

plicity, we use the notation of F " and v in the"

following discussion where we study the inflationary
scenario induced by scalar fields on positivernega-

.tive tension brane separately. The effective action
Ž .Eq. 6 is the correct description of the dynamics of

the massless fields as long as the perturbative limit

2 k a f 1 w xe <a is satisfied . It is pointed out in 10 that
F is the scalar Brans-Dicke field, whose dynamical
evolution determines the strength of gravity, namely,
the Newton’s constant G '1rF . The strength ofN

the coupling between gravity and the scalar field F "

is determined by v . When v ™`, the scalar" "

tensor theory approaches Einstein’s general theory of
X 3 w xrelativity provided v rv ™0 15 . The present" "

observations such as light bending, perihelion pre-
cession and radar echo delay phenomena in the solar

w xsystem suggests v )3000 16 . In the perturbative"

limit v on the positive tension brane v ;q q
3a e2 k a fr2 easily satisfies the experimental con-
straint, while on the negative tension brane v ;y

w xy3r2 does not satisfy this bound 10 . However, we
take the view that the situation could be altered if
additional massive degrees of freedom in the bulk
associated with stabilization are included. In the
following section we investigate the dynamics of the
branes in the presence of a scalar field inflaton with
a slow-roll potential on the brane. We study the
inflationary aspects of the solutions and the evolu-
tion of the fields F " and the parameters v ."

3. Inflationary solutions

In this section we study the feasibility of inducing
inflation by adding a matter Lagrangian on positive
and negative tension brane, respectively. We conjec-
ture that adding an additional scalar field on the
branes will not affect the background classical solu-
tion of the gravity and the dynamics can be safely

w xdescribed with the usual perturbative theory 6 . At
the end we shall see that inflation initiated on the
positive tension brane indeed satisfies our assump-
tion, while an inconsistency appears for the negative
tension brane. The action of a scalar field x on the
branes takes the following form,

4 m nS s d x yg g E xE xyV x , 9Ž . Ž .(Hm ," " " mn

1 Here we want to emphasise that in the strict limit e2 k a f
< a ,

Ž .the effective action on the brane 6 is equivalent to the original
action in five dimensions. It is possible that the effective brane
action deduced from dimensional reduction could differ in higher

w xorders from that of the original 5-dimensional action 13 .
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where g are the induced metric on the branes as" mn

defined previously.
To discuss inflation on the brane, we choose gmn

Ž .to be the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker FRW met-
� Ž . Ž . Ž .4 Ž .ric, g sdiag y1, A t , A t , A t , where A t ismn

the scale factor. In order to derive the equations of
motions for the fields, one can perform a coordinate

< <transformation on the brane, dts g dt, such( " 00
Ž . Ž .that the metric on the branes, Eqs. 4 , 5 can

be brought to the ordinary FRW metric by defining
Ž . yk f Ž t . Ž . Ž .the scale factors a t 'e A t and a t 'q y

y1r2 ya k f Ž t . Ž .a e A t . We have explicitly assumed that
the radion field f has solely the time dependence.
Since we are interested in studying the inflationary
solution, we can appropriately assume that the late
time dynamics of f does not depend on the spatial
coordinates of the branes. Under these assumptions

w xthe equations for the scalar fields 17 are

˙ " ˙ " 2F v F 8p
12 2H qH y s x qV x ,Ž .˙Ž .2" " 2 "6F F 3F

10Ž .
2v 4V x yxŽ .˙ ˙

" "¨ ˙F qF 3Hq s8p ,
2vq3 2vq3

11Ž .

xq3HxqV X
x s0 , 12Ž . Ž .¨ ˙

where the Hubble parameter H'a ra , the over-˙" "

dot denotes drdt and the prime denotes drdx . An
inflationary epoch, in which the scale factors a are"

accelerating, requires the scalar field x to evolve
slowly compared to the expansion of the Universe.
Thus, the following conditions of slow-rolling are
required:

x<Hx , 13Ž .¨ ˙
1 2x <V x , 14Ž . Ž .˙2

¨ " ˙ " 2 "F <HF <H F . 15Ž .
Ž . Ž .Under the slow-roll conditions, the Eqs. 10 – 12

can be simplified. In the following subsections, we
discuss the possible solutions on the positive and the
negative tension branes respectively. For simplicity,

Ž .we assume that V x sV during the epoch when0
Ž . Ž .the slow-roll conditions Eqs. 13 – 15 are satisfied.

Ž .There are other forms of V x that one can take to

w xsatisfy the slow-roll conditions 14 , which we will
not consider in this paper.

3.1. On the positiÕe tension brane

On the positive tension brane, when e2 k a f
<a ,

q Ž Žy2 k a f . .F fG 1ye ra , and the Brans-Dicke pa-P

rameter v can be written as a function of Fq,q

3 Fq
qv F f , 16Ž . Ž .q q2 G yFP

Ž . qwhere G '1r kG . In this limit, the value of FP 5
3approaches G . And v ; a41. Following theP q 2

Ž . Ž . Ž .slow-roll approximations Eqs. 13 – 15 , Eqs. 10 ,
Ž .11 can be expressed as:

y12 q q q3H G yF ,8p V F G yFŽ .Ž . Ž .P 0 P

2 y13 q q˙q F F , 17Ž . Ž .Ž .4

y11q q q2 q˙ ˙3HF G yF q F F GŽ .Ž .P P2

2qG yFŽ .P32, p V . 18Ž .03 qF

Ž . Ž .By manipulating Eqs. 17 , 18 we get:

2qḞ GŽ . P 4 q q˙,6H H G yF yF ,Ž .P3q qF G yFŽ . P

19Ž .

Ž .where the slow-roll condition Eq. 15 has been used
3 q 2 q y1˙Ž . Ž .to neglect the term F F . The above equa-4

tion can be solved approximately by:

˙qF
,g H , 20Ž .qG yFP

' Ž .where gs 17 y3, we have used Eq. 15 and the
approximation that in the limit e2 a k f

<a , Fq;G .P
Ž . Ž .With Eq. 20 and the slow-roll condition, Eq. 17

can be reduced to

8p V0
H, . 21Ž .( q3F
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q Ž .One can then solve for F from Eq. 20 ,

22pg
tyt p VŽ .(0 03

qFq'G G q F( (P Pq's y F q ln , 22Ž .q'2 G y F( qP F 0

where Fq is the initial value of Fq. We take as an0

initial condition that at the beginning of the inflation
Ž . q Ž .f tst s0, hence F sG 1y1ra . Solving0 0 P

Ž .Eq. 20 for the scale factor, we get:

1rga t G yFŽ . P 0
, . 23Ž .

a G yF tŽ .0 P

Ž . Ž .Substituting Eq. 23 in Eq. 22 and assuming
Ž .a t ra 41 at t4t , we get the final expression0 0

a t 8p VŽ . 0
,exp tyt . 24Ž . Ž .0(ž /a 3G0 P

The above equation confirms the exponential growth
in the scale factor during the inflationary era. The
evolution of the Brans-Dicke field can be obtained

Ž . Ž .by substituting Eq. 24 into Eq. 22 .

q 2F t 1 2pg VŽ . 0
f1y exp y2 tyt ,Ž .) 0G a 3G� 0P P

25Ž .
Ž .where we have used the initial condition f tst 0

q Ž . Ž .s0 and F sG 1y1ra . Eq. 25 shows that the0 P

effective Brans-Dicke field grows with time during
the inflationary era and approaches its asymptotic

Ž .y1value, kG at t™`. We can also estimate the5
Ž .final value of f t in terms of the number off

e-foldings N of the inflation, by using the expression
Ž . Ž .for F . From Eq. 24 and 25 , we get:q

g N
f t s , 26Ž . Ž .f 2ka

where,

a tŽ .f
N' ln . 27Ž .ž /a tŽ .0

ŽIf we assume that N;60 e-foldings to solve the
.flatness problem in the usual hot big bang Universe ,

it is not hard to realize that for sufficiently large a ,
the condition e2 k a f Žt f .;eg N

<a could be satisfied
such that during the complete process of inflation,
the perturbative description of the radion field re-
mains valid. However, note that the size of a that is
required here is larger than the required size of a to
explain the hierarchy problem, i.e., ek zc ;1015 is
needed to produce TeV scale masses from the funda-

19 w xmental scale of M ;10 GeV 4 . Since, we havePl

assumed that the stabilization of the brane separation
and the inflation are two independent processes tak-
ing place at different times, it is possible that the
stabilization mechanism happens after the end of
inflation and reduces the separation of the two branes.
However, if z at the onset of inflation does notc

satisfy eg N
<a , inflation would eventually destabi-

lize the configuration of the two branes and the
perturbative approach would break down. We also
make no comments on how the inflation is stopped,
however, we believe that the end of slow-roll condi-
tions eventually leads to graceful exit of inflation.
Though it would be interesting to investigate the
possibility of the stabilization mechanism as a way
to stop inflation and generate reheating, it is beyond
the scope of this work. A similar expression can be

qŽ .derived for F t in terms of the number of e-fold-f

ings N,

Fq t eyg NŽ .f
s1y . 28Ž .

G aP

In the perturbative limit, f , the radion field deter-
mines the perturbation of the separation between the

Ž .two branes. The result in Eq. 26 shows, that by
assuming fs0 as an initial condition for inflation to

Ž .occur, f t increases during inflation. The increased
value depends on the number of e-foldings that can
be achieved during inflation. Therefore, inflation on
the Planck brane results in increasing the separation
between the two branes, i.e, the size of the AdS

Ž .space. On the other hand Eq. 28 suggests that the
Ž .increase in the radion field f t also leads to gradual

increase in Fq and at the end of inflation its value
Ž .asymptotically approaches G ;1r kG .P 5

3.2. On the negatiÕe tension brane

In this section we study the feasibility of an
inflationary solution initiated by scalar fields on the
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negative tension brane. The action on the negative
Ž . Ž .tension brane is given in Eq. 6 and Eq. 9 with

negative superscript. Again in the perturbative limit,
y Ž .F in Eq. 7 , reduces to a simple form

1
y 2 kŽay1. fF f a e , 29Ž .

kG5

and the parameter:

3 2 3
v fy 1q y . 30Ž .y yž /2 a kG F5

Within the perturbative limit e2 k a f
<a , 2v q3 isy

greater than zero, provided

ln 3r2Ž .
f t - . 31Ž . Ž .

2ka

In the perturbative limit, we also have:

kG Fyfa41 , 32Ž .5

for f;0. Note, that the situation is exactly opposite
to that of the positive tension brane, where Fq is
small and v 41.q

With these assumptions and with the help of
Ž . Ž . Ž .slow-roll conditions Eqs. 13 – 15 , Eq. 10 can be

simplified to yield,

8p V023H f . 33Ž .yF

Ž .Here we have used Eq. 30 , and we have also
Ž .assumed the initial condition f tst ;0. On the0

Ž .other hand Eq. 11 , around f;0, reduces to:

˙yF 16p kG V5 0
f , 34Ž .y yF 27 H 1yG FŽ .f

2 kG5 ywhere G ' , such that around f;0, G F ;f f3 a

˙y y2r3. Hence, the slow-roll condition: F rF <H
requires kG V rH<H. However, it is easy to show5 0

Ž .that combined with the result of Eq. 33 this leads to
an inconsistent result kG Fy

<1, compared to Eq.5
Ž .32 . It leads to the conclusion that within the pertur-
bative limit the slow-roll inflation on the negative
tension brane breaks down from the very beginning.

The result can be understood as follows. On the
negative tension brane, the effective physical scale is
reduced by a factor of a'e2 k zc compared to the
fundamental scale M , the same mechanism used byPl

Randall-Sundrum to explain the hierarchy between

w xthe Planck scale and the electroweak scale 4 . Hence,
inflation is driven by the flat potential V ra of x0

Ž .Eq. 33 . On the other hand, due to the fact that vy
is small on the negative brane, in fact 2v q3;y
1ra , the coupling between Fy and the inflaton x

Žis boosted by a factor of a see the term on the
Ž ..right-hand side of Eq. 11 . This creates an effective

potential for Fy with a steep slope, hence the
evolution of Fy is no more subdominant compared
to the Hubble expansion rate which is set here by the
reduced strength of V . And eventually the slow-roll0

assumptions break down. On the other hand, one
may also conclude that the inflation quickly pushes
the two branes out of their equilibrium positions,
hence, destabilizes the configuration.

Note that the inconsistency is related to the non-
physical value of the coupling between gravity and
the Brans-Dicke field Fy on the negative tension
brane, v . One may consider a situation where they
stabilization process is inter-winded with the infla-
tion. By including new contributions from massive
particles in the bulk, the effective steep potential of
Fy could be balanced to provide a possible solution

Žto the problem. It was suggested by some of the
studies on cosmology in the Randall-Sundrum sce-

w x .nario 12 . Inflation in such a case would be driven
by the massive Kaluza-Klein modes of the bulk field,

w xwhich could possibly assist inflation 18 on the
brane. Work in this direction is in progress.

4. Discussion

The low energy effective four dimensional action
of gravity in the Randall-Sundrum scenario mimics
that of a scalar tensor theory with a varying Brans-
Dicke parameter before the brane separation is stabi-
lized. Assuming inflation takes place before the sta-
bilization of the brane separation, we have shown
that it is possible to discuss perturbatively the dy-
namics of inflation with an additional matter La-
grangian on the positive tension brane. We find that
the slow-rolling inflaton on the positive tension brane
induces inflation, during which the radion field is
displaced. The displacement can be sufficiently small
that the perturbative description is still valid. During
the expansion of the brane, the separation between
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the two branes increases slightly and this could be
the initial condition for a subsequent process in
which the brane separation is stabilized and the
radion field becomes massive. However, on the neg-
ative tension brane, the slow-roll inflation destabi-
lizes the brane separation at the very beginning, and
it is not possible to reach the general relativity limit
for a given separation between the two branes.
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